Mind
reading
like
never
before

Our ears never stop ringing...

"I want to express how
glamorous and jaw dropping
everyone found your
performance. Incredible."
B. Stannic, Art Gallery of Ontario

"You guys made our installation
amazing. Everyone is still talking
about how Steffi read minds from
up in a hot air balloon"

“How did she know what I
was thinking?”

"Simply perfect for our event.
It was a complete success"

“I cant get enough of these two,
I need to see this again.”

"Everyone here loves your
show and the staff and
students want you both back
again for a third time."

“You two are incredible. No way!
How did she guess I was thinking
of Mohammed Ali?”

B. Perry, Hendricks Gin

P. Milligan,
Osler, Hoskin and Harcourt LLP

S. Telling, Appleby College

"...this was by far the
best entertainment we have had
in years, thank you again for
making our event a smashing
success"
- T. Reinhard,
Shoppers Drug Mart

"You mesmerized everyone in
attendance, something you both
are so good at"
T. Levy
(private party)

Dick Van Dyke
Hollywood Legend

Katey Sagal
( Sons of Anarchy, Futurama,
Married With Children )

Michael Wekerle
(Dragons Den)

“You two are incredible.
Don't go away”
Kathy Griffin
(Comedy Superstar)

"That was sick.
Do it again, do it again!"
Flava Flav
(Rap Icon)

Magic
Redefined

A show that exhibits uncanny
strengths of the mind, presented in a
glamorous old Hollywood way.
Presents equally for thousands on a stage
to intimate gatherings

Dynamic effects and
original material
you won't see elsewhere.

What we do

Demonstrating inconceivable mental marvels
from both the stage and audience. The
Sentimentalists bring your thoughts to life in a
way that denotes real magic. Having this
dynamic duo at your event ensures a highly
entertaining show that will bring
a spectrum of impossibilities, leaving you
shaking your head in wonder.

Who are
The Sentimentalists?
When these two joined together word
spread quickly that the show was not to be missed.
The Sentimentalists are USA and
Canada's premier mind reading duo having performed
thousands of corporate and private events together.
Some of their most memorable
moments include performing over 40 shows at The
Magic Castle in Hollywood, performing at the CNE,
soaring the skies during Nuit Blanche in a hot air
balloon whilst reading minds in the sky for Hendricks
Gin's award winning marketing campaign, performing
on Magic Mondays in New York City, headlining
Canada's magic bash, and making countless TV
appearances nationwide (NBC, Space, Travel Channel).

Mysterion & Steffi Kay

This inseparable pair of best friends is both sophistication and fun.
With two decades of experience in magic Mysterion took on Steffi
as his apprentice to teach the way of mentalism and in doing so
rekindled his love for the art in such a way that they began working
together exclusively. She is anything but the assistant!
A leading lady in the magic industry, she is a front runner as the new face of
women in magic. Inspiring people everywhere to realize anything is possible.

"She got into my mind
and freaked me out!"
-NBC

Swaye Entertainment
416-545-0741
swayeentertainment.com

